
ENGLISH

LE PETIT SPA
Come in, get to know us and enjoy Le Petit Spa at Hotel 
Artiem Capri, a space designed expressly for relaxation. Our 
facilities include a gym, steam baths, sauna, pool, Jacuzzi and a 
fabulous natural solarium.
 
VOUCHERS
· 5 SPA SESSIONS 65€
Enjoy Le Petit Spa, a space designed for
relaxation (90’).

· 5 X 25’ TREATMENTS + 1 AS A GIFT 200€

PACKS 

SPA (90’) + 25’ TREATMENT 50€
Scalp and facial, body peeling or seaweed/mud wrap.

THE GODDESS 3 h. 110€
90’ Spa Circuit + Personalised Local Massage  
25’ + Personalised Facial 50’ + Mini Foot Massage 10’

ESPECIALLY FOR HIM 3 h. 110€
90’ Spa Circuit + 25’ Personalised Local Massage 
+ 50’ Purifying Facial + 10’ Mini Foot Massage

San Esteban, 8
07703 Mahón 
Menorca (Spain)
(+34) 971 36 14 00 - Ext 613
capri.lepetitspa@artiemhotels.com

IMPORTANT: All prices include VAT. You must wear swimwear 
and a bathing cap. Tell us if you suffer from any illness that 
may put our facilities or treatments at risk.
No-shows or cancellations made with less than two hours’ 
notice will be charged 50% of the total amount.

*Please remember, you must book to use the sauna and 
steam baths, and for treatments.

Capifort 6, bajos
07714 Mahón (Menorca)
Spain
artiem@artiemhotels.com
artiemhotels.com

#artiemhotels #artiemaudax #artiemcarlos #artiemcapri #artiemmadrid #artiemasturias
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MASSAGES 

LOCAL RELAXATION MASSAGE 25’ 40€ 

Anti-stress massage using sweet almond oil, recommended for 
alleviating tension. We focus on one zone (back or legs).

FULL RELAXATION MASSAGE 50’ 65€
Anti-stress massage using sweet almond oil, recommended for 
alleviating tension. We focus on your back, arms and legs.

SCALP AND FACIAL MASSAGE 25’ 40€
A massage that focusses on your face and scalp. Alleviate tension 
and nerves in the area of your neck and shoulders.

JAPANESE FACIAL MASSAGE 50’ 65€

A deeply relaxing Japanese technique that accurately targets 
wrinkles and expression lines, rejuvenating your face.

LOCAL LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE 30’ 40€

The Vodder Technique is deeply relaxing yet precise. Its gentle 
movements encourage lymphatic circulation and eliminate 
toxins. It focusses on a specific zone (facial, legs, abdomen, etc.)

LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE 50’ 65€
The Vodder Technique is deeply relaxing yet precise. Its gentle 
movements encourage lymphatic circulation and eliminate toxins. 
It focusses on a larger region of the body.

PINDA SWEDA 50’ 70€
Originally Hindu, this technique uses hot herbal sachets infused 
with essential oils. Deeply relaxing and sensual.

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY 30’ 48€
A thousand-year-old technique that manipulates various points 
on the sole of the foot for our therapeutic benefit.

THAI FOOT MASSAGE 50’ 65€
A traditional Thai massage technique that works on the region 
from foot to knee using pressures aimed at harmonising and 
balancing your body. We begin with a foot bath.

AYURVEDA ABHYANGA 60’ 70€
A traditional massage from India, which works on your energy 
levels, using specific oils to balance body and mind.

EXPRESS CHAIR MASSAGE 15’ 25€
A massage performed with the person seated and dressed. 
It alleviates back pain, instilling energy and reducing fatigue. 
Effective relaxation after the session.

BODY TREATMENTS
Therapeutic treatments that stimulate blood circulation and 
prevent premature ageing. They improve muscle tone and 
alleviate tension, moisturising and nourishing the skin while 
improving its appearance. Some treatments also influence your 
mood and feelings. Our professionals will guide you in your 
choice.

FACIAL TREATMENTS
We work with two of the highest-quality brands: Dr Hauschka, 
characterised by its holistic, natural approach and Natura 
Bissé. Natura Bissé is a brand known for its ingenious 
formulas, the result of research and technology applied to 
cosmetics.

DR HAUSCHKA
A TOUCH OF LIGHT 30’ 40€
Face care with a rejuvenating, moisturising mask.
With bio products by Dr. Hauschka.

PERSONALISED HAUSCHKA 60’ 68€
Complete care that applies the most suitable products in the 
line to the specific needs for each skin type.

HOLISTIC HAUSCHKA 75’ 85€
A ritual that begins by relaxing your head, hands and feet with 
muslins aromatised in lavender and lemon oil.It offers a deep 
cleansing thanks to two masks and gives your skin true vitality.

NATURA BISSÉ
SPECIAL EYE CONTOUR TREATMENT 30’ 45€

GLYCOLIC PEELING + MASK 30’ 45€

NB CEUTICALS 60’ 70€

A moisturising treatment that protects, reinforces 
and stimulates your body’s defence systems in the 
most sensitive, reactive skin types.

NB FIRMING VITAMIN C+C 60’ 70€

With powerful antioxidant ingredients and high vitamin C 
content (6%). This treatment leaves your skin looking radiant, 
luminous and alive.

NB THE CURE (Deluxe cleansing)) 70’ 75€
Deep cleansing in three phases that work from the inside 
outwards.

HILAUROX ANTI-AGEING TREATMENT 60’ 90€
A facial treatment with a foundation of hyaluronic acid applied 
using a cold laser. It stimulates cell renewal and works deeply 
on expression lines. 

BODY PEELING 25’ 40€
A delicious sensation for your skin, one that helps 
renew it, eliminating dead cells, leaving your skin moisturised and 
rejuvenated.

CHOCOPASSION 60’ 75€
An exquisite treatment using peeling and massage in a hot 
chocolate wrap, rich in oils. It alleviates stress, is antioxidant and 
highly nourishing.

WRAPS (Seaweed or sea mud) 25’ 40€
Our seaweeds drain and detoxify your body. Our sea mud 
purifies, reduces inflammation and calms your skin.

VITAMIN C FIRMING BODY TREATMENT 60’ 75€
Including exfoliation, mask and moisturising with a high 
Vitamin C content, it leaves your skin hydrated, restoring 
its glow and elasticity.

ANTI-CELLULITE TREATMENT 70’ 83€
A body wrap of draining seaweeds and petrissage of more 
rebellious zones to remove toxins and help eliminate cellulite.

OPENING TIMES
Monday to Sunday, 
09.00–21.30.


